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EXPLOITING CHILD LABOR: CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY AND THE ROLE OF CORPORATE
CODES OF CONDUCT
"In your country,flowers are a symbol of love. Here
they are a symbol of suffering."'
The exploitation of children in the labor intensive industries of the
world is a problem of epidemic proportions.2 While forced child labor in
the flower industry is a relatively new discovery, the world has yet to
properly address the existing child labor problems in the manufacturing
industries throughout the developing nations of the world.3 The
International Labor Organization (ILO)' calculates the number of working
'Jocasta Shakespeare, Gardensof Shame, WORLD PREss REv., Oct. 1, 1995, at 42
(quoting fifteen-year old Mercedes Sosa who works in the cut flower industry on a farm in
Colombia that exploits child labor).
2
ChildLabor, 1996: Hearingson the Use of Child Labor in Overseas Production
Before Subcomm. on Int 7 Rel. and Human Rts., (1996) [hereinafter 1996 Hearings] (Harry
Kamberis, Director ofProgram Development of the Asian American Free Labor Institute, AFLCIO, stating "that in Asia alone there are at least one hundred million working children and in
India approximately fifty-five million working children, Pakistan from two to nineteen million
working children, Nepal approximately three million, and Bangladesh has six to fifteen million");
see also Number ofChildLaborersHighestin India: UNICEFReport, THE STATESMAN, Dec.
11, 1996,1996 WL 14382098 [hereinafter UNICEFReport] (reporting that "at least a quarter
of the children in the developing world are working."); see Joanna Ramey, FashionIndustry
Praisedby 1LOfor Efforts to Stem ChildLabor; WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY, Nov. 14, 1996, at 2
(stating that "accurate data in regards to the number of children working is difficult to
determine").
3
Shakespeare, supra note 1, at 42 (stating "cut flowers are Colombia's new miracle
export, hailed as an alternative to cocaine.").
4 Lance A. Compa & Tashia Hinchliffe Darricarrhre, Private Labor Rights
Enforcement Through CorporateCodesof Conduct, in HuMAN RIGHTS, LABOR RGHTS, AND
INTERNATIONAL TRADE, 181 (Lance A. Compa & Stephen F. Diamonds eds., 1996) (stating the
"International Labor Organization, a Geneva-based United Nations specialized agency that issues
but has no power to enforce- 'Conventions' approved by government, management, and
labor delegates to its annual conferences."); see also InternationalLabour OrganizationILO
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children in the world to be in the "hundreds of millions."5 This estimate
is alarming. The United States and world organizations have fought to
abolish child labor by imposing moral pressure and ratifying international
conventions.6 However, these efforts have failed to dissuade the child
exploiters.7 And yet, reports of children that have been rescued from
dismal working conditions reveal that the abolition of child labor may be
more harmful to them than helpful.' This note focuses on the problem of
child labor in the world today and attempts to provide a new solution. The
solution demands that corporations who profit from child labor in foreign
countries assist in eliminating poverty within these countries, as a means
to abolish exploitative child labor practices. Part I focuses on the origin
and the history of child labor.9 Part II analyzes the ineffectiveness of the
extraterritorial application of United States law. In addition, it addresses
the efforts made by the International Labor Organization (ILO) and the
World Trade Organization (WTO) ° in eradicating child labor." Part III
Mandate (last modified Mar. 7, 1996) <http://www.ilo.org/english/overview/mandate.htm
(stating that the ILO "seeks the promotion of social justice and internationally recognized human
and labour ights." Founded in 1919, "the ILO formulates international labour standards in the
form of Conventions and Recommendations setting minimum standards of basic labour rights.").
5
James P. Kelleher, The ChildLaborDeterrenceAct: American Unilateralismand
the GATT 3 MNN. J. GLOBAL TRADE 161,162 (1994).
6Lawmaker Unveils Bill to Block Imports Producedwith Child Labor,INT'L TRADE
REP., July 17, 1996, at 1168 (proposing that the United States should "block the importation
of goods" and "cut off foreign aid" to countries that permit goods to be produced with
exploitative child labor); see also Jacques Boyer, US, MalaysiaClash Over Child Labourat UN
Talks, AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, June 12, 1996 (quoting U.S. Labor Secretary Robert Reich at
the International Labor Organization meeting in Geneva as stating "[tirade liberalization and the
implementation of core labor standards must go hand-in-hand," and "suggested that the World
Trade Organisation [must] incorporate rules and sanctions to help stamp out child labor."); see
discussion infra Parts H1A-B.
7
See discussion infra Parts IIA-B.
8
See discussion infra Part M.
9
See discussion infra Part I.
"°Aboutthe TO (visited Feb. 24, 1997)<httpJ/www.wto.org/wto/ about- wpf. html.
(stating "[t]he World Trade Organization (WTO)...is the legal institutional foundation of the
multilateral trading system" and members enter into "reciprocal and mutually advantageous
aringements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade and to the
elimination of discriminatory treatment in international trade relations.").
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discusses how efforts to help children suffering in the workforce have been
more harmful than helpful to their lives.' 2 Part IV offers a practical
solution formulated on corporate responsibility in order to eliminate
poverty, and ultimately, the need for child labor. 3
I. A HISTORY OF EXPLOITING THE YOUNG IN THE LABOR INDUSTRY

A. ChildLabor as a Necessity
The abusive use of children in the workplace is rampant.' 4 For
example, India has the largest child labor force in the world." India's
govemment estimates that there are a total of twenty-five million working
children, however, activists believe the figure is closer to fifty-five
million. 6 Other developing countries such as Colombia "vehemently
deny" the existence of child labor. 7 Yet, every morning innocent children
board buses in the Colombian suburbs to go work on labor farms under
life threatening conditions."8 Once at the farms, the children crouch in
flower fields and toil in the greenhouses for long grueling hours and for
unconscionable pay.' 9
Manufacturers employ children for many reasons. The poverty
suffered by millions in many developing countries is one reason children

See discussion infra Part 11.
2See discussion infra Part III.
"See discussion infra Part IV.
14Kelleher, supra note 5, at 194.
"5 Nomi Morris with Suzanne Goldenberg, Kids at Work: ChildLabor is on the Rise
as CountriesRush into the Global Economy, MACLEAN'S, Dec. 11, 1995, at 28 (reporting that
"by the [Indian] government's count, there are [a total of] 20 million child laborers" while
"[a]ctivists estimate that there are 55 million child laborers in India.").
' 6 1d.
7

Shakespeare, supranote 1, at 24 (stating "Colombia's Ministry of Labor vehemently
denies children are working illegally...
18Id.
19Id.
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are mistreated in the workplace.2° In India, nearly half the population
earns income below the poverty line.2 Parents depend upon their children
to work and contribute to the family income.22 Children often need to
work in order to augment their parents' meager salaries. 23 Without
working to help feed the family, many children would have nothing to
eat. 24 Their very existence depends upon their jobs, no matter how
harmful, and yet, while some children would prefer to go to school and
earn an education, the "schooling facilities are scarce..." and ".... the
time spent learning would be time lost in potential wages." 25 The
difference in the hours spent working and the hours spent earning an
education is often the difference between life and starvation. 6
While some children are channelled into the workforce due to
economic hardship, others are forced into bonded labor. 27 Bonded labor
can be divided into two categories. 2' The first type of bonded labor is a
simple debt bond.29 In a typical debt bond, a parent desperate for money
will receive money from a creditor in exchange for his child's labor.30
"Joan M. Smith, North American Free Trade and The Exploitation of Children,4
TEMP.PoL.&Civ.RTs.L. REv. 57,62 (1994) (stating that "[ploverty is both the cause and the
effect of the exploitation of the children in the workplace.").
2
'Id. at 57.
Id. at 88 (stating "children are needed to work as an additional source of income"
for the family).
3Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28 (quoting a nine-year old textile laborer
working to augment her fathers salary as stating "I want to be able to study or play like other
if I don't work, how will I eat?").
children. But
24
Id. at 28.
25 Parveen Nangia, The Situation of Working Children in India, in PROTECTING
WORKNGr

46,48 (William E. Myers ed., 1991).
CHILDREN
26
Id.

27 Id. at 47; see also Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28 (reporting that

"[sleventy per cent of South Asia's working children are employed in agriculture, mainly victims
ofan entrenched system of bonded labor where whole families are enslaved to pay off a debt.").
'Daniel S. Ehrenberg, The LaborLink: Applying the InternationalTradingSystem
toEnforce Violations ofForced and ChildLabor,20 YALE J. INT'L L. 361,372 (1995). The
two types of bonded labor are simple debt bond and intergenerational bond. Id.
29
Id.
30

Id.
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Thus, the child is "bonded" to the creditor, in India typically a loom owner,
until the debt is paid.3'
The second kind of bonded labor is an "intergenerational
bond[]." 32 This kind of labor binds children to their parents' debt and is
passed down to younger generations over many lifetimes. 3 An
intergenerational bond is created when a parent, in need of money,
receives an advance from a creditor.34 Upon the granting of the loan, the
parent essentially becomes his creditor's slave, and he or she must work
for the creditor until the debt is completely paid. 5 However, the debt
almost never diminishes because the creditor will charge usurious rates of
interest.3 6 The bond becomes "intergenerational" when the parent fails to
pay the loan in his lifetime, and he is forced to assign the debt to his child,
who in tum must labor from his childhood to his adulthood in order to pay
off the debt. 7 Thus, entire families are left struggling over many lifetimes
trying to pay off their ancestors debts.
In addition, there is evidence that children have been kidnapped
and forced to work against their will.3" In India, children as young as six
years old endured brutal conditions when they were kidnapped and
compelled to work in a carpet plant.39 Children who fought these
conditions were "hung upside down from
trees, beaten with bamboo
0
sticks, and branded with red hot irons."

31

Id.
32Id.
33

Daniel S. Ehrenberg, The LaborLink: Applying the InternationalTradingSystem
to Enforce Violations ofForced and Child Labor, 20 YALE J. INT'L L. 361, 372 (1995).
34Id.
35Id.
36

Id.

37Id.
38Kelleher,
39

Id.

40Id.

supra note 5, at 161.
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B. Child Labor as a Commodity
Whether children in developing countries labor out of financial
necessity, or are forced into labor by family, or kidnappers, the fact that
child labor is a commodity in these third world countries causes the
problem to escalate. 4 "Children are used because they are easily
exploited."42 Employers in developing countries prefer children over adult
workers because of their "docility, dexterity, and visual acuity."43
Furthermore, employers prefer to hire children because they will take
demeaning jobs, they are more active and tire less quickly at mundane
tasks, they are "more amenable to discipline and control ...[will] not
organize [] trade unions," and most importantly, "they [are] the cheapest
source of labor available in the market and totally submissive to the forces
of exploitation."44
Employers also take advantage of children by knowingly forcing
them to work in hazardous environments, simply because unlike adults,
children are less likely "to complain about abysmal conditions. '"" The
conditions and treatment children face are abominable.46 Some children
are forced to work "... twelve hours every day, during the heat of summer
as well as the cold of winter, and receive only one break for their midday

41

UNCEFReportsupra,note 2 (reporting "[c]hld labour... exists primarily because

there are people willing to use children for profit, exploit their poverty and defy existing national
laws.").
42 1996 Hearings,supra note 2 (stating that "[c]hildren are used because they are
easily exploited. It is no coincidence that in the ...sectors where rampant child labor is found,
you will find also a large unemployed or underemployed adult workforce and a suppressed trade
union movement.").
43Andrea Giampetro-Meyer et al., The Exploitation of ChildLabor: An Intractable
InternationalProblem?, 16 Loy. LA. INT'L & COMP. L.J. 657, 661 (1994).
supra note 25, at 48.
4Nangia,
4SMark Schapiro & Trudie Styler, Children of a Lesser God, HARPER'S BAzAAR, Apr.
1, 1996 at 204.
'See generally Lucy Martinez-Mont, Sweatshops areBetter than No Shops, WALL
ST. J., Jun. 25, 1996, at A14; see also Ehrenberg, supra note 28, at 372; see also MoRRIs &
GOLDENBERG, supra note 15 at 28.
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meal."47 The young are locked in facilities until quotas are met,48 beaten
by their supervisors,49 cramped into small quarters often stunting their
growth,' paid obscenely low wages,5 and exposed to harmful pesticides. 2
In India, some children "toil[] up to sixteen hours a day in
[factories] embroidering elegant sequinned jackets ....
.. In the carpet
weaving industry, one child laborer was chained to his loom, he escaped
and tried to report the abuses to the local police, who only returned him
to the factory where the factory owner chained him to the loom once
54
again.
Meanwhile, in Colombia, children working on the flower farms
are imprisoned behind barbed wire gates, and are constantly patrolled by
armed guards." Children as young as nine-years old crouch among tiny
carnations tying nylon lines to keep the stems upright, or work in
greenhouses where the stench of pesticides makes them dizzy. 56 Later in
their lives these conditions can cause immobility of the hands,
"miscarriage[s], mutations of the fetuses, disruption of the central nervous
system leading to paralysis, or epilepsy and cancer. 5 7 Despite these
debilitating conditions, children are kept busy working from dawn until ten

47
48

Ehrenberg, supra note 28, at 373.
Martinez-Mont, supra note 46, at A14.

49 id.

'Ehrenberg, supra note 28, at 373 (stating that "about three to six carpet workers are
cramped into twelve by nine mud huts with poor lighting").
SI Martinez-Mont, supra note 46, at A14.
52Shakespeare, supra note 1, at 42.
53

Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.
Schapiro & Styler, supra note 45, at 204.
55Shakespeare, supra note 1, at 42 (stating that "[alt one of the many farms where
visitors are not welcome - armed guards man the gates, and barbed wire rings the perimeter.").
56

Id.
57

Id.(reporting "Colombia Ministry of Health banned seven organochloride pesticides
including lindane and endosulfan. But workers say these pesticides are [still] being used ... "
also, "90 percent of the patients [in the hospital at Madrid] work in the flower industry" and
these patients have "a high rate of miscarriage, respiratory problems, leukemia and loss of limb
control ....).
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8
o'clock at night.1
The poverty in developing countries encourages the rest of the
world to continue to take advantage of innocent children and violate their
basic human rights.59 Because child labor is cheap,60 corporations and
manufacturers can make products at the cheapest price possible.6'
Moreover, consumers demand "high quality goods at low prices."62 Thus,
because cheap child labor is available in developing countries63 and

because there is an "absence of basic labor standards abroad .

. .

.64

companies in pursuit of profit are encouraged to manufacture their
products in these low cost labor countries.65 Meanwhile, these developing
countries ignore the exploitation of their children, thus encouraging the
human rights violations, because they have to compete with other
developing nations for the foreign investment.66 Therefore, because these
developing countries are exploiting their children for economic gain, in
order to abolish child exploitation, society must focus on abolishing
s8Id.
59
NBCDateline: Toy Story (NBC television broadcast, Dec. 17, 1996) [hereinafter
NBC Dateline] (Stone Phillips interviewing Mr.Allen whose "textile business went under
because he couldn't compete with sweatshop labor," as stating the problem is all about
"Greedenomics. This is about getting product made as cheap as you possibly can regardless of
morals or anything else; just getting it made cheap"); see also supra notes 41-44 and
accompanying text.
" Id.; see also Schapiro & Styler, supra note 45, at 204.
6
'NBC Dateline,supra note 59 (reporting "businesses have long relied on Indonesia
for its greatest resource - it's people" who are "plentiful, cheap and young" and "companies
argue that overseas production is critical to their survival, enabling them to produce large
volumes at the lowest price possible to consumers.").
6 Schapiro & Styler, supra note 45, at 204 (stating that the consumer demand for
"high quality and low price[] ...

fuels [the] practice .....of child exploitation).

' Craig S. Smith, Reebok Compels Chinese Contractorto Improve Conditionsfor
Workers, WAIL ST. J., Aug. 16, 1994, at A9 (pointing out that some U.S. multinational
companies manufacture products mostly in low cost factories in developing nations).
' G. Pascal Zachary, Multinationals Can Aid Some Foreign Workers, WALL ST. J.,
Apr. 24, 1995, at Al (asserting the "absence of basic labor standards abroad ...
6 Smith, supra note 20, at A9.
66 Id. (stating "developing nations face a vicious cycle... [t]o compete with each
another for foreign investment, [so] they have to keep workplace standards low ....
"for fear.
of losing jobs to other developing nations).
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poverty.6 7

II. INEFFECTIVE MEASURES TO ABOLISH CHILD LABOR

A. The ExtraterritorialApplication of United States Laws
One proposal to curtailing abusive child labor is the extraterritorial
application of United States law.6 8 Supporters of this idea take the
position that "neither the U.S. government nor U.S. multinational
corporations, should engage in practices overseas that would be illegal if
carried out in this country."69 For example, in the United States adults and
children enjoy protection from the Fair Labor Standards Act, which
establishes minimum wage requirements, and regulates oppressive child
labor.7' The Act requires that "no employer shall employ any oppressive
child labor in commerce or in the production of goods [in] commerce."7
Furthermore, the Act defines "oppressive child labor" as "employment
performed by a person under sixteen years of age in hazardous
occupations."72 Therefore, if these laws were applied extraterritorially to
the United States businesses conducting their affairs abroad, they would
be held accountable in the courts of the United States for any child

: "' Id.; but see Isabel Vincent, The Most Powerful 13-year-old
in the World,
SATuRDAY NIG-r, Nov. 1, 1996, at 40, 1996 WL 9369940 (quoting the child labor activist as
stating "[a] lot of people say poverty causes child labour. I say that child labour is the reason
behind poverty [and] [p]overty is no excuse for exploitation, and poverty is no excuse for child
abuse.").
'See generally Mark Gibney & R. David Emerick, The ExtraterritorialApplication
of United States Law and the Protection of Human Rights: Holding Multinational
Corporationsto Domestic and InternationalStandards, 10 TEMP. INT'L & CoMP. L.J. 123

(1996).
69
1d.
70

at 127.
29 U.S.C. §201-219.

" 29 U.S.C. § 212
7'29 U.S.C. § 203(1).
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violations in foreign countries.7 3

While this proposed solution might help curtail abuses by the
American corporations doing business abroad, it would rarely be enforced
because child laborers in foreign and distant locations would most likely
never be informed of the protections the United States may grant them
because they are working for an American company. Even if the
extraterritorial application of United States laws successfully attacked the
exploitation of children, it would not eliminate abusive child labor
practices by foreign companies, or by the developing 74country's
government, because they are not bound by United States law.
Not surprisingly, developing countries extremely oppose the idea
of the United States imposing their work ethics upon their countries.75
"Critics argue that Westem moralizing is often naive meddling that fails to
76
acknowledge local customs, not to mention the pressures of poverty.
They argue that Americans have achieved prosperity and obtained the
"luxuries of the developed world" by exploiting people, and while "decent
working conditions and human rights are admirable goals ...

if poor

nations are ever to become rich, they [too] must be given their turn at
exploiting people and resources.""' Therefore, because developing nations
would resist the application of United States laws and work ethics upon
their country and because the extraterritorial application of United States
law could only conceivably control United States multinational

"Butsee Gibney & Emerick, supra note 68, at 140 (stating "there is a presumption
that United States law is only to be applied domestically, unless there is a clear indication that
Congress intended the law to apply extraterritorially.").
74
IMALCOLMN. SHAW,InTERNATIONALLAW276 (3d. ed. 1991) (discussing how each
nation is sovereign and interference from other countries is a threat to sovereignty).
'SSee generallyPollution: The PriceofProgress,WORLD PRESS REV., May 1, 1994,
at 50 [hereinafter Pollution].
76
Morris & Goldenberg, supranote 15, at 28.
77 See Pollution,supra note 75, at 50 (stating that "[aiffluent Europe and North
America got to the top by squeezing 60-hour workweeks out of underpaid, underaged hands in
sweatshops, by smashing union power with batons and bayonets, and by blanketing the
landscape with sulfurous black smog."); see also Zachary, supra note 64, at Al (quoting Doug
Calm who directs Reebols efforts at adopting voluntary labor codes as stating "the [labor] codes
are part of preventing the sorts of abuses that marred our own industrial rise.").
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corporations, the extraterritorial application of United States labor law is
an ineffective attempt at abolishing exploitative child labor practices.7"
B. The InternationalLabor Organizationand the World Trade
Organization/The GeneralAgreement of Trade and Tariffs
Another proposal to eliminating child labor is the "establishment
of an enforcement system jointly administered by the International Labor
Organization (ILO) and the World Trade Organization (WTO), the
successor organization to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT)79 which enforces GATT rules and standards."8 " The proposal
suggests that the combined power of both organizations can control child

exploitation by enforcing ILO labor conventions with the sanction power
of the WTO trade rules."'

Since its origin "the ILO has advocated the regulation and ultimate
eradication of child labor."82 According to the Director General of the
ILO:
[T]he ILO has defined harmful child labor as work that
places too heavy a burden on the child; work that

endangers his safety, health or welfare; work that takes
advantage of the defenselessness of the child, work that

" See generally supra Part I.A.
About
the
WTO
(visited
March
12,
1998)
<http://www.wto.org/wto/about/factsO.htm> (stating "GATT (the institution) was small and
provisional, and not even recognized in law as international organization" and that it has now
been replaced by the World Trade Organization).
'Daniel S.Ehrenberg, From Intention to Action: An ILO-GATT/WTO Enforcement
Regime for International Labor Rights, in HuMAN RiGHTS, LABoR RIGHTS, AND
79

nERNATIONAL TRADE,

163, 163 (Lance A. Compa & Stephen Diamond eds., 1996); "The ILO

is the premier body to examine the implementation of labor standards [while the] GATT/WTO
is the principal body that regulates international trade... [by] determining the existence and
extent of unfair trade practices, such as dumping and subsidies, that breach existing GATT/WTO
obligations... [and] also supervises the cessation of those practices through the imposition of
countermeasures or economic penalties." Id. at 165.
81 d. at 163.
2 Giampetro et al., supra note 43, at 667.
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exploits the child as a cheap substitute for adult labour,
work that uses the child's effort but does nothing for his
development, [and] work that impedes the child's
education or training and thus prejudices his future.83
In furtherance of its dedication to protecting working children in the work
force, the ILO has proposed approximately one-hundred-seventy-seven
conventions with respect to protecting labor standards. 4 Specifically, in
an effort to control the exploitation of children the ILO created Convention
No. 138,85 concerning the "Minimum Age for Admission to Employment"
and requires
that the "absolute minimum age of [employment be] fifteen
6
8

years."

Unfortunately, multilateral measures introduced by the ILO have
little effect.87 First, only member states who have ratified the convention
are bound by its terms.88 Second, the convention provides an "escape
provision in Article 5,which allows countries with insufficiently developed
economies and administrative facilities to limit its scope."8'9 Third, the
conventions contain no enforcement provisions of the mandatory age
requirements.' Furthermore, "[a]n ILO study of the situation in India has
even suggested that a straight-out prohibition of child labor may not

3

Id. at 659.
Virginia A. Leary, The Paradoxof Workers'Rights as HumanRights, in HUMAN

RIGHTS, LABOR RIGHTS, AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE 22, 40 (Lance A. Compa & Stephen F.

Diamond eds., 1996).
'5 Timothy A. Glut, Changing the Approach to Ending Child Labor: An
InternationalSolution to an InternationalProblem, 28 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 1203, 1225
(1995).
sId.

Ehrenberg, supra note 80, at 164 (stating that "the tools that the ILO currently has
available to attain member compliance are limited to moral persuasion, publicity, shame,
diplomacy, dialogue, and technical assistance.").
"8Glut, supra note 85, at 1244 n.79.
8Id. at 1226.
90
Id.
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always be the best strategy in the short-term. .... ""9Thus, alone, the ILO

conventions are a weak attack on the abolition of child labor. 92
While the ILO alone may not abolish child labor, the proposal
suggests combining the policy strengths of the ILO with the trade sanction
strong arm of the WTO. 9 The general difference between the ILO and the
WTO is that the latter "uses procedures that permit trade sanctions for
'
violations of its [trade] rules."94
"While neither the provisions of the
GATT nor the mandate of the WTO protects workers' rights explicitly,
some commentators have suggested utilizing the unfair trade practices
provisions under the GATT/WTO to vindicate certain labor rights."95
Therefore, any nation that is a member to the agreements under the WTO
can be brought up on charges for violating any of the trade rules.9 6 For

example, it has been suggested that "the use of... child labor, which
artificially lowers production costs, arguably violates the anti-dumping
provisions of GAqT/WTO."' Thus, the violating member country can be
sanctioned by the WTO for its violation of the anti-dumping provisions.9"
Unfortunately, while sanctions are a powerful method of forcing
a country to address and enforce human rights violations, the use of trade
sanctions can also create a more dismal situation for the victims of child

"' Philip Alston, Labor Rights Provisions in U.S. Trade Law, "Aggressive
Unilateralism"?,in HUMAN RiGHTs, LABORRIGHTS, AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE 71,77 (Lance
A. Compa & Stephen F. Diamond eds., 1996) (stating "[e]ven if it were possible, it may not
necessarily be in the best interest of the families concerned and, to be sure, of the nation at
large.").
92 Ehrenberg, supra note 80, at 164. The ILO has no power to compel member
countries to honor the conventions protecting children and eliminating child labor. as its power
is limited to "moral persuasion, publicity, shame, [and] diplomacy .....
Id.
93Id.
94Id.
" Laura Ho et al., (Dis)AssemblingRights of Women Workers Along the Global
Assembly Line: Human Rights and the GarmentIndusty, 31 HARv.C.R.-C.L. L. REV.383,
398 (1996).
96
Id.
97 Id.

9'See generallyEhrenberg, supra note 80, 164.
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labor. 99 Concluding that poverty is one factor that causes child labor, trade
sanctions will only destroy jobs and only further impoverish a nation.'
"If [] retailers [and manufacturers] stop doing business with countries
where exploitation is a fact of life... thousands of workers, children and
adults, will join the ranks of the unemployed [and] [tihe ensuing regressive
climate is sure to encourage far more exploitation of those who will have
even less means of defending themselves."10 '
In addition, some argue that "[t]he role of the WTO is to combat
genuine commercial barriers, not to enforce social objectives that have
little relevance to trade ....
"1 02 They believe "[t]he surest way to help
[poor countries] is to encourage [them] to get rich .... [by] promoting
03
trade and investment, not hitting them with economic sanctions.'
Moreover, "trade restrictions would [only] slow the development of the
poorer countries, making it even less likely that they could afford to
upgrade their [working] standards. .. 10' Hence, the combined efforts
of the ILO conventions and the WTO sanctions to force developing
nations to abolish child labor is ineffective and harmful because the
sanctions only deter foreign investment, eliminate jobs for the poor, and
further impoverish the children. 105
III. WHY CHILD LABOR ISBETTER THAN
No LABOR
The extraterritorial application of United States laws and the
power of political conventions and sanctions as discussed above could be

" Martinez-Mont, supra note 46, at A14.
100 Id.
101Id.
1

"Reginald Dale, CheapLaborPoses a Trade Dilemma, INT'L HEARLD TRiB., June
4, 1996, at 13.
103
Id.
104 Reginald Dale, 'Blue-Green 'Danger Signsfor Trade Thinking Ahead, INT'L
HERALD TRm., Feb. 20, 1996, at 13.

"' See discussion supra Part II and accompanying notes.
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more harmful to children in developing nations than helpful."° Activists
suggest that an all out ban on countries who exploit children in the labor
force will eliminate the abuse of child labor."° However, "boycotts and
embargoes can hurt more than they help."' "[T]rade boycotts of goods
made with child labour could prove counter-productive by depriving the
children's families of income or driving child labor underground.""°9
Even numerous aid workers agree that rescuing children from the
bonds of child labor may not be a realistic solution. "Although [such
efforts] remove children from harsh labour conditions, [aid workers] often
have nowhere to leave [the children] after they've been liberated."'1 0
The alternatives for the children who toil in the manufacturing
plants or on farms is often neither more promising nor more safe."' In
poverty stricken countries "a day may12indeed be better spent in a garment
factory, [] than at home in a slum.""0
In Bangladesh's garment industry, a total ban on child labor was
reported to have been achieved in 1996. 11 Many families depended upon
their children's earnings, and while the children were now free from the
exploitation of the garment industry, some were likely forced into "crime
and prostitution" in order to survive." 4
One might argue some children were "fortunate" to find a new job.
However, the new jobs were often just as exploitative as the garment

See discussion supraPart II.
107Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.

log
Id.
109Frances Williams, United States UrgesAction on ChildLabour, FINC'L TIMEs,

Jun. 13, 1996, at 4, availablein 1996 WL 10595158.
"' See Vincent, supra note 67, at 40.
...
See John Stackhouse, Real-World Solutions to Child Labor,WORLD PRESS REV.,
June 1, 1996, at 31. Some children are forced into prostitution when they cannot find work in
the factories; see also Shakespeare, supra note 1, at 42.
112Stackhouse, supra note 111, at 31.
"' Bangladesh Says FactoriesClearedof ChildLabor, AGENcE-FRANcE-PRESsE,
Nov. 1, 1996.
114

Id.
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industry, if not worse." 5 For example, "[a] 12-year-old girl in Dhaka...
breaks bricks for 50 cents a day because she and 30,000 other Bangladeshi
girls lost higher- paying jobs making clothes after American firms pulled
out because of criticism[s] [for abusive labor practices].""' 6 The
alternatives for children in other parts of the world are just as dismal." 7
While in Colombia children may work for long hours in the flower fields
to the detriment of their health, the alternatives are not any better."8 The
flower fields are often more appealing and more welcoming than "sniffing
glue [and] sit[ting] dazed under a bridge where pimps [scour] for child
prostitutes.""' 9 Thus, a complete ban on the use of child labor in
developing countries will only force children into more degrading,
dangerous, and harmful jobs.
Furthermore, "[i]ntemational efforts to end child labor have often
been stymied by cultural norms and economic realities. "'20 The luxury of
developing countries to forgo jobs in the name of better working
conditions is not an option in desperately poor countries.' Despite local
laws in developing nations that limit the age at which a child may work,
they often go unenforced.' 22
In Colombia, "[b]y law, children from. 12 to 14 may work a

"' See Stackhouse, supra note 111; at 31 (reporting that Bangladesh children who lost
their jobs in the garment industry, due to the efforts by activists to protect the children, are now
forced to work in other types ofjobs for less pay).
..
6Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.
117Shakespeare, supra note 1, at 42. In Colombia, if children could not work in the
fields, some children would spend their days getting high and or would be easy prey for pimps
looking for child prostitutes.
1
18Id.
il9Id.
120 Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28 (recounting the question of how it
would help an underage worker to take away her meager wages and further impoverish her
family).
121Martinez-Mont, supra note 46, at A14.
2 See infra notes 123-129 and accompanying text; see also 1996 Hearings,supra
note 2 (stating that "in countries with widespread and growing industrial child labor, the political
will to enforce these laws is lacking.").
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maximum of only four hours a day."' 23 However, as in many developing
nations, "the law in Colombia is often a theory, not a practice."124

Even India's constitution had a chapter addressing the welfare of
children."z Generally, Article 24 prohibited "children under the age of
fourteen to be employed in hazardous employment.', 2 6 Article 39(e) and
(f) protect children from abuse and exploitation. 27 Furthermore, Article
45 provided that the government would strive to achieve "free and
compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of
fourteen.', 28
Unfortunately, India's policy maker's realized these
admirable goals were unlikely to be achieved
due to the "socio-economic
29

ramifications" of the constitution's plans.

Therefore, it is more realistic to approach child labor as a problem
of poverty that cannot be solved alone by the developing countries.

Creating better working conditions,

and providing "health care and

educational programs" are better than "kicking children out ofjobs" which

123 Shakespeare,

supra note 1, at 42.

124id.
125

Nangia, supra note 25, at 56 (discussing the chapter "Fundamental Rights and

Directive Principles of the State Policy" of the Indian Constitution and how provisions of this
chapter address the welfare and employment of children).
12 Id. at 57 (stating how Article 24 of the Fundamental Rights and Directive
Principles of the State Policy mandates that: "No child below the age of 14 shall be employed
to work in any factory or mine or engaged in any hazardous employment.").
"7 Id. (stating how Article 39(eXf) of the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles
of the State Policy mandates that: "the health and tender age of children are not abused and that
citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations unsuited to their age or
strength; (f) That children are given opportunities and facilities to develop in a healthy manner
and in conditions of freedom and dignity and that childhood youth are protected against
exploitation and against moral and material abandonment.").
'28d. (stating how Article 45 of the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of
the State Policy provides that "The state shall endeavour to provide within a period often years
from the commencement of this Constitution, for free and compulsory education for all children
until they complete the age of 14 years.").
'"Id; but see 1996 Hearings,supra note 2 (statement of Craig Kielburger, Free The
Children) (stating that "eliminating child labor comes down to political will" and questioning
"why are countries with a high incidence of child labor spending on average 30% more on the
military than on primary education?").
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are their only chance for survival. 3 ' Thus, the focus must turn to the
corporations who employ children and the responsibility these
powerhouses have to help abolish poverty and provide the necessary
resources so that the innocent children need not work on the looms, nor
3
toil in the fields, nor prostitute themselves on the street.1 1

IV. SOLUTION: CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY & CORPORATE CODES OF
CONDUCT

How can developed countries with multinational organizations
doing business in third world countries help these struggling nations?
"How can the labor standards in developing countries be lifted without
curbing global trade? - The answer may lie in the realization that
countries don't trade[,] firms do."" 32 Once committed to the notion that
corporations are in the business of trade, not nations, the world can take
the necessary steps to protect the children.133 The first step is to ensure
that all multinational corporations adopt codes of conduct that5 specifically
13
protect child labor.'34 The second step is to enforce them.
A. CorporateResponsibility
Consumer pressure has had an impact on the development of
corporate codes of conduct. Specifically, "consumer pressure over labor
issues has driven United States companies involved in international

130Vincent,

supra note 67, at 40.

' Id.; see infra Part IV.
.32 Zachaiy, supra note 64, at Al.
133Id.

134Id.
135

Id.
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business to develop corporate codes addressing workers' rights."i 36 "More

and more retailers are asking questions about where products come from
' As a spokesman from Reebok, an athletic
and how they are produced."137

shoe manufacturer, stated "[c]onsumers today hold companies accountable
'
for the way products are made, not just the quality of the product itself."138
For example, the carpet-industry is one example of "demand-driven
reform."' 39 "[C]arpet exporters and human rights groups in India launched

the Rugmark label, which certifies that a carpet is made without child
labor. ,140

"Codes of conduct for labor rights are taking shape as part of a
broader movement of corporate social responsibility." 41 The ideology is
"because [corporations] are the dominant institutions of the planet, [they]
must squarely face and address the social . . . problems that afflict
humankind."' 142 However, corporate codes of conduct can go beyond their

altruistic purpose. 143 First, they "are a popular defense against charges of
exploitation for consumer-goods companies that use low-cost labor in the
developing world."'" Second, these voluntary codes of conduct which
limit or prohibit the use of child labor is "good" business because 'they
protect a company's public image.1 45 Third, the lack of corporate codes
3

" Compa & Darricarrre, supra note 4, at 183, 193 (stating several companies have
developed adopted corporate codes of conduct such as Levi Strauss & Company, Reebok, Sears,
JC Penney, Wal-Mart, and Home Depot).
137Kelleher, supra note 5, at 194.
138Compa & Darricarr~re, supra note 4, at 183.
139Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.
140Id.
141Compa & Darricarrre, supra note 4, at 183.
142Id.
143Id.
144 Smith, supra note 63, at A9. "Reebok doesn't define human rights, but the
company includes fair wages and safe working conditions in its 'Human Rights Production
Standards,' which also mention nondiscrimination, non-compulsory labor and freedom to
organize." Furthermore, "a paragraph [of the Standards] dealing with safety says the company
will 'seek partners... that do not expose workers to hazardous conditions.'" Id. at A9.
145Zachary, supra note 64, at Al; see also Compa & Darricarrre, supra note 4, at
181 (quoting a Levi Strauss official as stating that without corporate codes and contractors who
"abide by responsible business policies," any "association could damage the image of our brands
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could lead to public relations disaster.'46 Hence, corporate codes not only
protect a company's public image but they help protect children from
47
exploitative labor practices.1
B. CorporateCodes of Conduct
Generally, corporate codes of conduct consist of manufacturing
rules and regulations developed by the corporations based on existing

local, domestic, and international law. 4 ' To be effective corporate codes
of conduct and accompanying regulations must be strictly adhered to by
a corporation's subcontractors.' 49 "Companies must take responsibility for
policing their subcontractor and insuring they are abiding by all the

corporate codes."'5 ° In order for corporate codes to be effective, "there
must be constant ongoing audits of manufacturing plants by independent

examiners, and there must be avenue of recourse for workers to invoke
codes without reprisals."''
Corporations who regulate their
manufacturing process abroad to insure children's rights are protected

must not regulate against using child labor but must create a free, safe, and
humane working environment.' 52 The American clothes manufacturer

Levi Strauss & Company accomplished just this.'
The American clothes manufacturer Levi Strauss & Company is
a leader in the development of corporate codes of conduct. 4 The
company appointed a task force to review "the [United Nations] Universal
and our company.").
46
Cf Smith, supra note 148, at A9.
147See supra notes 148-163 and accompanying text.
14
sSee generally Compa & Darricarrre, supra note 4, at 181.
49
1 Id. at 187.
..
0Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.
"' Compa & Darricarrre, supra note 4, at 189. "For example, Levi Strauss provides
for audits that can include surprise site visits, intense reviews by company personnel charged
with enforcing the codes of conduct, and a cutoff of contracts for violators." Id.
12
1d.at 187.
...
Id.at 189.
" Id. at 187 (stating that "[t]wo prominent U.S. based firms are in the forefront of
this movement: Levi Strauss & Company, and Reebok Corporation").
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Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights
instruments in order to formulate [and] recommend country and supplier
guidelines.' 55 Levi Strauss's corporate "code of conduct is a two part
instrument."'5 6 It consists of a section that generally speaks to different
types of employment issues and a section that addresses specific issues
such as child labor.'5 The "terms of engagement" section focuses on
"environmental requirements, ethical standards, health and safety, legal
requirements, and employment practices to the extent they are . . .
substantially controllable by individual business partners," or foreign
subcontractors.' 5 8 The "employment practices" section addresses "six
specific types of employment conditions: wages and benefits, working
hours, child labor, prison labor/forced labor, and discrimination and
disciplinary practices."' 5 9 The company did more than just develop
eloquent guidelines that looked promising and noble on paper." ° Levi
Strauss also "created an elaborate internal monitoring and enforcement
system" to insure all codes were strictly followed by their
subcontractors. 6' The company subjected its foreign contractors to audits
and surprise visits. 62 If Levi Strauss discovered violations it would either
terminate the contracts or "force[] reforms in [the subcontractor's]

55

'Id at 188. (stating that the guidelines were approved by management in March of
1992 "with a certain eagerness" after media reported abusive practices in Saipan of the factories
that supplied Levi-Strauss).
1 6 Lance A. Compa & Tashia Hinchliffe Darricarr6re, Private Labor Rights
Enforcement Through CorporateCodes of Conduct, in HuMAN RIGHTS, LABOR RGHTS, AND

INTERNATIONAL TRADE, 181, 188 (Lance A. Compa & Stephen F. Diamonds eds., 1996).
157
Id.
158
Id.
159
Id.

'"Id.at 189.
161

Lance A. Compa & Tashia H-inchliffe Darricarr6re, Private Labor Rights

Enforcement Through CorporateCodes of Conduct, in HuMAN RIGHTS, LABOR RIGHTS, AND

INrERNATIONAL TRADE, 181, 189 (Lance A. Compa & Stephen F. Diamonds eds., 1996).
162
Id.
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employment practices.,163

C. Beyond CorporateCodes - CorporateMorality
Saving children from the inherent harms of exploitative labor must
go far beyond formal codes of conduct."6 Controlling the factories and
farmlands will not eliminate the poverty that drives children to
employment.1 65 Thus, in addition to corporate codes of conduct,
corporations must also assist the66children and their families in emerging
from their impoverished states. 1
Children in developing nations work "because they are victims of
poverty, [and] by working instead of being educated, they tend to
perpetuate the poverty cycle.' ' 167 Thus, companies need to assist families

in securing an income so the children can have the opportunity to receive
an education. 168 Because corporations control the economic power they
should be morally bound to objectives within their corporate codes to
educate the children who add to their bottom line profits.'6 9 They should

help develop a "compulsory education system that correlates with the
minimum age" for employment, and permits children within a minimum

163Id.

at 190 (stating that "Levi Strauss terminated contracts with thirty suppliers

worldwide, and forced reforms in employment practices in over one hundred others."); see also
Mark Landler, Reversing Course, Levi Strauss Will ExpandIts Output in China, N.Y. TIMEs,
Apr. 9, 1998, at D1. Just recently, Levi Strauss has decided to expand manufacturing in China
after reducing production when evidence of child labor violations were discovered in 1992. Id.
' See discussion infra Part IV.C. and accompanying notes.
3
" See discussion supra Parts I.A. and Ill. and accompanying notes.
"See generallyGeorge Miller, Q: Should ConsumersHold United States Retailers
ResponsibleforChildLaborAbroad? Yes. Let Retailers Certify that TheirMerchandise Was
Not Made with Exploited Labor, INsIGHT MAGAZINE, July 15, 1996, at 24.
16 7

Id.

16 8

Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15, at 28.
" See generallyCompa & Darricanfre, supra note 4, at 194; see also NBC Dateline,

supra note 59 (stating "business is entitled to make [a] profit, but... [it] has a moral obligation
to the workers.").
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age to work and attend school.'
This formula is essential to eradicating
poverty, and ultimately, abolishing the need for child labor.17
Furthermore, this educational burden should be placed on the shoulders
of the corporations who benefit from the child's labor. 72
There is a "direct correlation between investment in health and
education for children and improved economic conditions" but this result
does not come without a price. 7 3 However, some corporations believe it
is worth the money they are paying.' 7 4 They are dedicated to improving
the lives of impoverished children. 7 ' These companies are "joining the
fight,... in a costl[y], [yet]... humane approach - by helping to pay for
children to go to school."' 76 For example, in India, "[s]ome... younger
children are now getting out in the afternoons to schools run by human
rights workers."'" "The programs are part of a new effort by the Indian
government to respond to Western charges that it has been closing its eyes
to the enslavement of its young."' 78 In addition, the Indian government has
set up a "new incentive plan" which "pays parents a monthly stipend and
food rations if they send their children to school instead of work."'7 9
Corporations should be supporting these governments with programs to
help abolish poverty and child labor, which is what Levi Strauss did."'8 0
After discovering that children younger than fourteen years old
were working in their suppliers' factories in Bangladesh, "Levi Strauss
undertook an innovative program."''
in an agreement "with local
Maureen Moran, Ending Exploitative Child Labor Practices, 5 PACE INT'L L.

10

REv. 287, 308-09 (1993).
71
' Id. at 309.
172 Cf Miller, supra note 166, at
24.
73
1 Id. at 308.
174Compa & Darricarrbre, supra note 4, at 190.
'"Id.Levi Strauss's program is exemplary of their dedication to educating children
and helping them to break the cycle of poverty. Id.
176 Morris & Goldenberg, supra note 15,
at 28.
77

1

7

1 9

Id.
Id.

Id.
Compa & Darricarrbre, supra note 4, at 190.
181
Id.

179

50
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officials, the children were permitted to return to school, but would also
continue to draw pay from the contractor, while Levi Strauss paid for
'
school tuition, books, and uniforms."182
In addition, the agreement
provided that [their] children would "be offered jobs when they tum[ed]
183
fourteen or finish[ed] school."
Levi Strauss' corporate codes are more than just a vehicle to
silence activists and consumers. 1 4 They are an example of a true
commitment to abolishing poverty and child labor by committing funds to
educate those that contribute to their profit line. All companies that profit
from child labor are "culpable and must be held accountable for past and
present business practices in which they reaped economic benefits through
the use of child labor."' 5 It is this commitment that all multinational
companies should make in order to successfully abolish child exploitation.
Anything less would be immoral.

V. CONCLUSION

"The exploitation of children for economic gain is a heinous act
that robs children of their childhood and all too frequently robs them of a
productive life as adults.' 1 6 The extraterritorial application of United
States law is a long term goal aimed at abolishing child labor. 7 In
addition, the combined efforts of the ILO and the WTO are long term
goals aimed at attempting to address the problem of child labor.'88 Each,
however, is plagued by problems that are more hurtful than helpful to

182

Id.

183Id. (stating

that the codes of conduct are a model for standard "business partner

behavior.").
s See 1996 Hearings, supra note 2.
"Id. (also stating "[e]xploited children become trapped in a lifetime of exploitation,
as teenagers and ultimately as adults because they never acquire the skills necessary to improve
their economic
condition.").
1
See supra Parts HA.
1
See supra Parts f.B.
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children in resolving their labor plight." 9 On the other hand, developing
corporate codes of conduct is a short term goal that can be implemented
and regulated by the industry." ° Corporate codes may not abolish child
labor, but the pressure of consumers demanding to know by whom their
products are made can force companies to address the rights of children. 9'
Corporate codes of conduct only monitor that human rights are not
being violated, alone they do not have the power to abolish child labor. 2
Corporations must take a proactive role in developing countries by
contributing in the battle against poverty and helping the impoverished
countries rise to new economic levels.'
Corporations must admit several principles of the economic
economy."' The "first is that the exploitation of children for economic
gain is not accidental... [i]t is integral to the system of economic greed
... 0" "Second, those who benefit from this exploitation of children...

the retailers and the manufacturers -

have constructed a system of

deniability to cover their involvement."' 9 6 Finally, "those at the top must

start to take responsibility for the way their goods are produced."' 97
Corporations throughout the world "who profit from the sale of
goods [made by children] bearing their names and company labels [must]
take responsibility for this exploitation. .... ,," If corporations do not take
responsibility, then children will continue to be plagued by the evils of
child labor. The children of the world should no longer be an economic
commodity, like the carpets they weave and the flowers they groom, and
In See supra Parts II.A-B.
'90 See supra Parts IV.B.
191Id.; see also Mark Landler, Reversing Course, Levi Strauss Will Expand Its
Output in China, N.Y. TIMEs, Apr. 9, 1998, at D1. (stating that "Levi Strauss is not in the
human rights business... [blut to the degree that human rights affects our business, we care
about it.").
9

2 Id.

193Miller, supra note 166, at 24.
'1 Id.

195Id.
196Id.
197Id.

19 Miller, supra note 166, at 24.
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the powerful corporations that define the marketplace must be held
accountable and responsible for freeing our impoverished children.
Nicole J. Krug

